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Abstract :   
 
Evidence is growing that evolutionary dynamics can impact biodiversity–ecosystem functioning (BEF) 
relationships. However the nature of such impacts remains poorly understood. Here we use a modelling 

approach to compare random communities, with no trait evolutionary fine‐tuning, and co‐adapted 

communities, where traits have co‐evolved, in terms of emerging biodiversity–productivity, biodiversity–
stability and biodiversity–invasion relationships. Community adaptation impacted most BEF relationships, 
sometimes inverting the slope of the relationship compared to random communities. Biodiversity–

productivity relationships were generally less positive among co‐adapted communities, with reduced 

contribution of sampling effects. The effect of community‐adaptation, though modest regarding invasion 

resistance, was striking regarding invasion tolerance: co‐adapted communities could remain very tolerant 
to invasions even at high diversity. BEF relationships are thus contingent on the history of ecosystems 

and their degree of community adaptation. Short‐term experiments and observations following recent 

changes may not be safely extrapolated into the future, once eco‐evolutionary feedbacks have taken 
place. 
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Introduction44

Diversity, most classically defined as the number of constituent species in a com-45

munity, plays an essential role in many aspects of ecosystem functioning (Hooper46

et al., 2005, 2012; Isbell et al., 2011). Understanding how species composition affects47

ecosystem properties is a fundamental question in basic and applied ecology, and48

renewed practical importance given the accelerating biodiversity crisis (Pimm et al.,49

2014).50

Observational data, controlled experiments and theoretical developments have51

converged in identifying ecosystem properties that exhibit systematic responses to52

diversity. Three types of so-called biodiversity-ecosystem functioning (BEF) rela-53

tionships are most commonly described, even though all three are seldom considered54

in the same study. (i) First, the biodiversity-productivity relationship, historically55

investigated in grassland communities (Tilman et al., 1996; Loreau & Hector, 2001),56

has been explored in several other taxa and ecosystems (Abramsky & Rosenzweig,57

1984; Naeem et al., 1994; Hooper et al., 2005; Gamfeldt et al., 2015). It is often58

assumed that more diverse ecosystems are more productive, in agreement with the-59

oretical predictions (Loreau, 1998; Tilman, 1999). (ii) Second, biodiversity-stability60

relationships have also received a lot of attention (Elton, 1958; Tilman, 1999; Mc-61

Cann, 2000), both theoretically (May, 1973; Loreau & Mazancourt, 2013) and ex-62

perimentally (Gross et al., 2014; Renard & Tilman, 2019). The intuitive view that63

diverse ecosystems are more stable in the face of environmental fluctuations ap-64

peared contradicted by early theoretical models suggesting the opposite (McCann,65

2000). In fact, predictions may differ importantly depending on the type of sta-66

bility metric, with negative relationships expected at the level of individual species67

(dynamical stability: May, 1973; Tilman et al., 1996; Ives & Carpenter, 2007), and68

positive relationships expected for aggregate metrics (ecosystem stability: May, 1973;69

Tilman et al., 1996; Ives et al., 1999; Barabás & D’Andrea, 2016; Pennekamp et al.,70

2018). (iii) Last, biodiversity-invasion relationships have also attracted much atten-71
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tion, since native diversity has long been regarded as a key attribute determining72

the susceptibility of communities to invasions. It is generally considered that more73

diverse ecosystems should be less susceptible to invasions, and should suffer from74

fewer adverse impacts (e.g. secondary extinctions) following an invasion (Levine,75

2000; Hector et al., 2001; Davis, 2009).76

Ecosystem functioning is driven, beyond the sheer number of species, by com-77

munity composition in terms of key functional trait (Gagic et al., 2015). Com-78

munities with the same diversity, but different trait compositions, might possess79

different functioning characteristics. Communities probably harbor very different80

traits depending on whether they are recent assemblages drawn from the regional81

pool, or if species have adapted to the local environment and to the other species,82

through various mechanisms including plasticity, niche-construction and evolution83

(Kylafis & Loreau, 2011; Hendry, 2016; Meilhac et al., 2020). In particular, evol-84

utionary changes may be important on ecological timescales (Davis et al., 2005;85

Hendry, 2016), and there is mounting evidence that species can adapt rapidly to86

environmental changes and to the presence of competitors or predators (Thompson,87

1998; Faillace & Morin, 2016; Kleynhans et al., 2016; Hart et al., 2019; Meilhac88

et al., 2020). By altering species trait composition, such community adaptation89

may impact the existence, magnitude and shape of BEF relationships.90

Even though BEF studies are traditionally conducted from an ecological per-91

spective, long term grassland experiments (Reich et al., 2012; Meyer et al., 2016)92

and microbe experiments (Bell et al., 2005) found that biodiversity-yield relation-93

ships change through time. The most recent studies have explicitly highlighted a role94

of evolution in modifying biodiversity-yield relationships: in grasslands (Zuppinger-95

Dingley et al., 2014; van Moorsel et al., 2018) and with microbes, using experimental96

evolution (Fiegna et al., 2014, 2015). However, results have proven quite variable,97

prompting a plea for more theoretical investigations (Fiegna et al., 2015).98

Here we propose a theoretical evaluation of the consequences community adapta-99
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tion may have for BEF relationships. We use a general modeling approach to address100

the three types of BEF relationships highlighted above (biodiversity-productivity,101

biodiversity-stability, and biodiversity-invasion). We compare two contrasted types102

of communities: (i) random communities, in which only ecological processes con-103

trol species trait composition, with no evolutionary dynamics, and (ii) co-adapted104

communities, in which species traits composition have further been shaped by micro-105

evolution (species adaptation to the environment and to other species). Specifically,106

species have adjusted their traits and are at (co)evolutionary equilibrium (Christi-107

ansen, 1991). Real-life communities would harbour various degrees of co-adaptation108

in between these two limiting cases. Recently-founded or perturbed ecosystems,109

such as artificially assembled communities, are probably closer to the random case.110

In contrast, ecosystems that have long remained in relatively constant conditions,111

such as primary old-growth forests, may be closer to co-adapted communities.112

As species coexistence and eco-evolutionary dynamics depend on the type of113

ecological interactions (Mouquet et al., 2002; Chave et al., 2002; Calcagno et al.,114

2017), we model communities governed by four contrasted scenarios of ecological115

interactions, representative of classical coexistence mechanisms (Doebeli & Dieck-116

mann, 2000; Calcagno et al., 2017): two scenarios based on resource competition117

(one symmetric, one asymmetric), one life-history trade-off scenario, and a trophic-118

chain scenario. In each case, several functioning metrics are computed to evaluate119

BEF relationships. This general approach allows to evaluate the extent to which the120

consequences of community adaptation are general or depend on particular types of121

metrics and ecological interactions.122

We report clear influences of community adaptation on each of the three BEF123

relationships investigated, highlighting how co-adaptation impacts species trait dis-124

tribution and, in turn, functioning properties. Although conclusions may depend125

importantly on the type of ecological interaction scenario considered, general pre-126

dictions regarding the consequences of community adaptation are formulated, and127
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discussed in light of available experimental evidence.128

Material and methods129

Ecological scenarios and traits130

In natural ecosystems species are engaged in various interactions, within the same131

trophic level (horizontal interactions) and among different trophic levels (vertical132

interactions), at different spatio-temporal scales. The dominant form of species in-133

teraction may differ across communities (Chave et al., 2002), and some studies have134

argued that generalist predation, exploitative competition and simple three-species135

food chains compose the common backbone of interaction networks (Mora et al.,136

2018). To reflect this diversity, we here considered a set of four contrasted ecolo-137

gical scenarios (Fig. 1a), based on classical species coexistence models, and spanning138

the range from completely horizontal symmetric interactions to completely vertical139

asymmetric interactions. The first two scenarios describe competition for resources.140

The Niche scenario is a classical model of symmetric competition along an axis of141

niche differentiation (Doebeli & Dieckmann, 2000; Calcagno et al., 2017). The Body-142

size scenario introduces interference and asymmetric competition, based on e.g. size143

differences (Rummel & Roughgarden, 1985; Doebeli & Dieckmann, 2000). The third144

scenario (LH-tradeoff ) models a life-history trade-off, describing the strongly asym-145

metric competition between species good at colonizing empty habitat and species146

locally dominant, along a competitive hierarchy (Tilman, 1994; Calcagno et al.,147

2006, 2017). Last, the fourth (Trophic) scenario describes a size-structured trophic148

chain, based on the model introduced by Loeuille & Loreau (2005).149

In each interaction scenario, species are characterized by one key trait, denoted150

x (Fig. 1a). In the Niche scenario, the trait represents niche position along the151

continuum of resources, and interspecific competition thus decreases with trait dif-152

ference (niche differentiation). In the Body-size scenario, the trait is body size:153
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species with similar size compete more intensely, and bigger species have a com-154

petitive advantage over smaller ones. In the LH-tradeoff scenario, species trait is155

the colonization rate: species with greater trait value are more apt at colonizing156

empty patches, but also more susceptible to be competitively displaced from occu-157

pied patches (Calcagno et al., 2006). Last, in the Trophic scenario, species trait is158

body mass: body mass influences growth and metabolic rates, and species preferen-159

tially consume species that are smaller, with some optimal mass difference (Loeuille160

& Loreau, 2005).161

After appropriate reformulations (Supporting information (S.I.) Section 1), all162

models can be set in the common Lotka-Volterra form:163

dni

dt
= nir(xi)

(
1−

∑
j

nja(xi, xj)

k(xi)

)
(1)

with ni the abundance of species i, that denotes, depending on scenario, either a164

number of individuals (Niche), a biomass (Body-size and Trophic) or a fraction of165

occupied sites (LH-tradeoff ).166

The three functions included in equation (1) allow to describe species demo-167

graphy and inter-specific interactions: r(xi) is the intrinsic growth rate of species168

i that governs the ecological timescale; a(xi, xj) is the impact that a variation in169

species j abundance has on the per capita growth rate of species i, normalized by170

the intra-specific interaction (see S.I., Section 1.1); and k(xi), usually called the171

carrying capacity, quantifies the resistance to density dependence of species i. In172

all scenarios but the Trophic one, it is also the equilibrium abundance reached by173

the species if growing alone in the community, or in other words the mono-culture174

abundance (Loreau & Hector, 2001). The shape of the functions for each scenario175

differ in important ways, as represented in Fig. 1a. See S.I. Section 1 for a complete176

description of each scenario.177

Evolution would often favor certain trait values that are better adapted to the178

current habitat; this is described by the mono-specific abundance function k(x),179
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which defines the optimum trait value, as represented by the red dots in Fig. 1a. The180

relationship between trait value and mono-specific abundance may have an inter-181

mediate optimum (Niche, Body-size and Trophic) or be open-ended (LH-tradeoff ),182

see red dots positions in Fig.1a. Sometimes, inter-individual interactions and com-183

petition may counteract evolution towards optimal trait values, in particular in the184

LH-tradeoff scenario, in which evolution effectively results in traits with comparat-185

ively low mono-specific abundances (Calcagno et al., 2017).186

Species traits, through functions r, k and a, determine species interactions and187

overall ecosystem and evolutionary dynamics. Note that we consider here species188

that coexist stably and have distinct ecological traits. For each scenario, one or189

two parameters controlling the shape of the functions were systematically varied190

to ensure that conclusions were robust to parameter changes (all details and the191

parameter ranges explored are provided in S.I., Section 2).192

In the Niche scenario, we varied the width of the competition function (Fig.193

1a) keeping the width of the mono-specific abundance function constant (Doebeli194

& Dieckmann, 2000). In the Body-size scenario, we varied both the width of the195

competition function and its skew (level of competitive asymmetry; see Rummel196

& Roughgarden, 1985; Doebeli & Dieckmann, 2000). In the LH-tradeoff scenario,197

we varied the intensity of the tradeoff, and the level of competitive preemption198

(Calcagno et al., 2006). Finally, in the Trophic scenario, we varied the level of199

interference competition and the width of the consumption function (Loeuille &200

Loreau, 2005). In the figures, for clarity, only three contrasted and representative201

parameter sets are presented per scenario.202

Random and co-adapted communities203

The process of community formation is sketched Fig. 1b. For diversity levels (N)204

between 1 and 10, sets of species were drawn randomly from a regional pool. The205

ecological equilibrium with N species was computed from equation (1), and the206
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community was retained if all species persisted at equilibrium (see S.I. Section 3207

for details). This was repeated until obtaining, for each diversity level, 1,000 such208

random communities. The distribution of species trait values in the regional pool209

was chosen to minimize information content (maximum entropy; Jaynes, 1957), while210

being representative of typical trait values expected for the corresponding ecological211

scenario and parameter set. This is a generic approach but, of course, there are many212

ways in which diversity gradients can be generated in nature and experiments. We213

tried alternative methods to assemble random communities, and conclusions were214

little affected (see S.I. Section 3). For some scenarios and parameter sets, no feasible215

community could be found beyond some diversity level, in which case we stopped216

at the highest feasible level.217

Whereas random communities are only constrained by ecological processes (re-218

gional pool and local competitive exclusion), co-adapted communities met the addi-219

tional constraint that species traits are at (co)evolutionary equilibrium ("evolution-220

ary filter"; Fig. 1b). We computed, for each species in a community, the selection221

gradient (Christiansen, 1991), defined as222

∇(xi) =
ds(xm)

dxm

∣∣∣∣
xm=xi

(2)

where s(xm) is the fitness (growth-rate) of a rare phenotype xm. Note that fitness is223

density- and frequency-dependent and varies with community composition (species224

trait and abundances).225

If ∇(xi) > 0, selection acts to increase the trait value, whereas if ∇(xi) < 0226

smaller values are selected for. When all selection gradients are simultaneously227

cancelled in a community, species have attained an evolutionary attractor and are at228

equilibrium with respect to first-order selection (Christiansen, 1991). This approach229

assumes heritable trait variation and sufficiently small phenotypic variance within230

each species. We thus generated, for each scenario, parameter set and diversity level,231

all possible co-adapted communities (most often, only one), in the sense of eq. (1)232
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and (2). See S.I. Section 3 for detailed methods.233

Biodiversity-functioning relationships234

For each generated community, we computed several properties of interest (Fig. 1c;235

full list in S.I. Section 4) to investigate the three BEF relationships. We present236

results based on the properties describe herefter, as conclusions were similar based237

on the others. First, community productivity (Tilman, 1999; Loreau & Hector,238

2001) was measured as the species average rate of production (positive contribu-239

tion to growth rate) in the community. Second, ecological stability was assessed240

in two ways. We computed the classical asymptotic resilience (May, 1973; Arnoldi241

et al., 2016), i.e. asymptotic rate of return to equilibrium of the community after242

a perturbation, and the community stability (May, 1973; Ives et al., 1999), i.e. the243

inverse of the coefficient of variation of total community abundance under sustained244

environmental noise. Finally, to study the response to invasions, we also used two245

properties. The first is the resistance to invasion (Elton, 1958; Hector et al., 2001),246

i.e. the probability that a random alien species, introduced at low abundance, fails247

to establish in the community. The second was the tolerance to invasion (Elton,248

1958), i.e. the proportion of species that, following a successful invasion, were not249

driven to extinction. Details on the mathematical computation of each metric are250

presented in S.I. Section 4.251

For each metric, diversity level, scenario and parameter set, we computed the252

average value over the 1,000 random communities, and over the few (or, most often,253

the unique) co-adapted communities. To ensure that average differences represented254

large effect sizes, we further computed the percentile, in the distribution of values255

over random communities, corresponding to the value of co-adapted communities.256

Our results showed that co-adapted communities often lie in the tail of the distribu-257

tion of random communities, for all metrics (see S.I. Section 5). Average differences258

between co-adapted and random communities were thus large relative to the vari-259
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ability of random communities. For this reason we only present average values in260

the Figures.261

The above metrics were correlated to species richness to produce BEF rela-262

tionships and compare random and co-adapted communities. Since the impacts of263

co-adaptation are mediated by changes in trait values, we compared the structure264

of co-adapted and random communities. We then computed the average absolute265

difference in trait space between the two, as a measure of the strength of the evol-266

utionary filter. We summarized trait compositions using two additional quantities267

(Fig. 1c). The first was the minimum distance to the optimal trait value (red dots268

in Fig. 1a), that reflects how well the better performing species is adapted to the269

habitat. The second was the average trait interval between species (trait range di-270

vided by number of species minus one), that indicates how “packed” species are in271

trait space. More details are provided in S.I. Section 4.272

Results273

Biodiversity-Productivity274

Random and co-adapted communities differed in productivity at low diversity levels,275

but at higher diversity levels, differences were more modest (Fig. 2). Moreover, in276

all scenarios except the LH-tradeoff, the effect of community adaptation was to in-277

crease productivity. Those two observations explain the quantitative differences in278

biodiversity-productivity relationships between random and co-adapted communit-279

ies.280

Qualitatively, co-adaptation affected the biodiversity-productivity relationship281

in all four scenarios (Fig. 2). The impact could be as spectacular as a slope inver-282

sion. For instance, the LH-tradeoff scenario, unlike the other scenarios, generated283

mildly negative biodiversity-productivity relationships in random communities (see284

also Loreau, 2010), while in co-adapted communities, they switched to markedly285
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positive for all parameter sets (Fig. 2c). Conversely, the Trophic scenario generated286

a classical positive biodiversity-productivity relationship in random communities,287

but the relationships switched to negative in co-adapted communities (with oscilla-288

tions between odd and even diversity levels, caused by trophic cascades; Fig. 2d).289

The possibility of such inversions of biodiversity-production relationships has, to the290

best of our knowledge, never been reported so far.291

In the remaining scenarios, those based on resource competition, biodiversity-292

productivity relationships were always positive – at least slightly – irrespective of293

co-adaptation (Fig. 2a,b). However, the shape of the relationships differed markedly294

between random and co-adapted communities: the increase in productivity with295

diversity was close to linear or gradually slowed down with diversity, whereas in296

co-adapted communities, the relationships saturated very quickly, reaching almost297

maximum productivity at low diversity levels and then plateauing, especially in the298

Body-size scenario (Fig. 2b).299

Species trait composition300

As shown in Fig. 3, random and co-adapted communities exhibited systematic differ-301

ences in their trait composition and structure. The specifics differed across ecological302

scenarios, but general trends can be identified. First, random communities are gen-303

erally less packed than co-adapted ones, as can be seen by the slopes lower than one304

in Fig. 3), indicative of broader trait ranges in random communities. Second, the305

difference was maximal at low diversity and tended to vanish as diversity increases.306

Increasing diversity made random and co-adapted communities converge to similar307

trait distributions on average (aligning on line x = y in Fig. 3), with one exception308

in the Trophic scenario. As a result, the impact of community adaptation on com-309

munity structure, i.e. the strength of the evolutionary filter, globally declined with310

the number of species (insert panels in Fig. 3).311

More specifically, in random communities, the chance to find a highly perform-312
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ing species inevitably increased with the number of species, so that the minimum313

trait distance to the optimum decreased with diversity in all scenarios (Fig. 4a-d).314

Concomitantly, the average distance between species decreased sharply with species315

richness (Fig. 4e-h), reflecting the greater species packing. In contrast, a close-to-316

optimal species was always present in co-adapted communities (constant minimum317

distance to optimum trait Fig. 4a,b,d), except for the LH-tradeoff scenario in which318

evolution did not drive species to the optimum trait (Fig. 4c). Community adapta-319

tion also made the level of species packing virtually constant irrespective of species320

number (Fig. 4e-h; see also Fig. 3).321

Biodiversity-Stability322

Asymptotic resilience, in all four ecological scenarios, declined with diversity (Fig. 5a-323

d). Moreover, the biodiversity-stability relationships were similarly negative, regard-324

less of community adaptation, even though co-adapted communities were generally325

more stable than random ones.326

Ecosystem stability, was also higher overall in co-adapted than in random com-327

munities (Fig. 5e-h). However, unlike asymptotic resilience, it had different re-328

sponses to diversity depending on ecological scenario. It increased with species329

richness in the two scenarios based on resource competition (Niche and Body-size),330

but decreased with species richness in the LH-tradeoff and Trophic scenarios. In all331

cases, unlike asymptotic resilience, the variation of ecosystem stability with species332

richness was strongly affected by co-adaptation, and the patterns were quite consist-333

ent with those observed for total productivity (Fig. 2), except for the LH-tradeoff.334

Biodiversity-Invasion335

Resistance to invasion (Fig. 6a-d) presented consistent trends in the four ecological336

scenarios. First, it increased with species richness, reflecting classical expectations.337

Second, co-adapted communities were generally more resistant to invasion than ran-338
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dom ones, at any species richness level, reflecting the concentration of species around339

trait optima, which leaves only more peripheral niches available for potential invas-340

ive species. This difference was also quite in line with common expectations, but it341

could vanish, or even reverse for some parameter values, in the LH-tradeoff scenario342

(Fig. 6c). Overall, the biodiversity-invasion relationships were thus similar regard-343

less of co-adaptation.344

The effects of co-adaptation were much more dramatic and consistent when look-345

ing at tolerance to invasion (Fig. 6e-g), with a pronounced interaction between the346

effects of diversity and community adaptation. In random communities tolerance347

to invasion steeply declined with species richness, meaning that successful inva-348

sions were more and more harmful (in terms of diversity loss) as diversity increased349

(Fig. 6e-g). In contrast, co-adapted communities were in all cases more tolerant350

to invasion than random communities: they retained their almost perfect tolerance351

to invasion as diversity increases, the biodiversity-invasion relationship being essen-352

tially flat.353

Discussion354

Natural and anthropized ecosystems present tremendous variation in their diversity355

and composition (species richness and trait values), and also in the degree to which356

component species are adapted to the local environmental conditions and to one357

another, here referred to as community adaptation. While it is clear that diversity358

is an important determinant of ecosystem functioning, we still know little about how359

the level of community adaptation might impact BEF relationships (Fiegna et al.,360

2015; Hendry, 2016). In this study we addressed this question with a general model-361

ling approach, systematically comparing random and co-adapted communities with362

respect to three BEF relationships (biodiversity-productivity, biodiversity-stability363

and biodiversity-invasion) and across four classical scenarios of ecological interac-364
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tions.365

We found that community adaptation had an impact on all BEF relationships,366

but that the nature and extent of the impact depend on both the metrics and the367

scenarios considered for species interactions. Overall, the biodiversity-productivity368

and biodiversity-invasion relationships were strongly impacted by community ad-369

aptation, while the biodiversity-stability relationships were much less so. Indeed,370

co-adapted communities, at any species richness, tended to be more dynamically371

stable in terms of asymptotic resilience than random ones, but there was little372

interaction with diversity: BEF relationships looked qualitatively very similar in373

random and co-adapted communities. This suggests that the connection between374

diversity and dynamical stability is a rather universal property in such systems375

of interacting species, largely insensitive to the details of species interactions and376

to community adaptation. Co-adapted communities were more dynamically stable,377

which likely reflects the fact that co-adaptation brings traits closer to optimal values378

(Fig. 4a-d), entailing faster returns to equilibrium (see also Loeuille, 2010). Consist-379

ent with this interpretation, the only case where co-adapted communities were on380

average less dynamically stable than random ones occurred at low diversity in the381

LH-tradeoff (Fig. 5c), a case where co-adaptation pushes traits away from the op-382

timum (Fig. 1a and 3). When looking at ecosystem stability (May, 1973; Ives et al.,383

1999; Arnoldi et al., 2016), BEF relationships differed more importantly between384

co-adapted and random communities, but these differences closely mirrored those385

observed for biodiversity-productivity relationships (Fig. 5e-h). This suggests that386

variation in ecosystem stability were linked to variation in total productivity and387

the total biomass of species, but, beyond that, were little impacted by community388

adaptation in a direct manner (see Ives et al., 1999), especially for the Niche, Body-389

size and Trophic scenarios. Consistent with this interpretation, overall Spearman390

correlation coefficients between productivity and ecosystem stability were, across all391

communities, 0.97, 0.97, 0.65 and 0.79 for the Niche, Body-size, LH-tradeoff, Trophic392
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scenarios, respectively.393

Biodiversity-productivity relationships were both quite variable across ecological394

scenarios and strongly impacted by community adaptation. The impact could be395

as pronounced as a slope inversion between random and co-adapted communities,396

with switches from positive to negative (Trophic scenario; Fig. 2d) or from negative397

to positive (LH-tradeoff scenario; Fig. 2c). In all cases, changes in the shape of398

biodiversity-productivity relationships were mostly driven by low diversity levels, at399

which co-adapted communities differed importantly for random ones, while at higher400

diversity levels community adaptation had modest impact on average (Fig. 2). The-401

oretical (Mazancourt et al., 2008) and experimental (terHorst et al., 2018; Scheuerl402

et al., 2020) studies have found that biodiversity inhibits the evolution of species403

traits (but see Jousset et al. (2016), and our Trophic scenario; Fig. 3d). This can404

be attributed to the strong constraints on species trait distributions in rich com-405

munities, due to species interactions and persistence conditions (ecological filter),406

which leaves adaptive evolution much less room to alter species traits. As a result,407

co-adapted and random communities are more and more similar as the number of408

species increases, i.e. the strength of the evolutionary filter decreases (see Fig. 3: its409

presence makes less and less of a difference for ecosystem functioning.410

In most ecological scenarios (Niche, Body-size and Trophic), co-adapted com-411

munities at low diversity levels were more productive than random ones on average412

(Fig. 2a,b,d). Therefore, community adaptation weakened the positive biodiversity-413

productivity relationships observed in random communities, making those shallower,414

or even reversing them to negative (Trophic). In the LH-tradeoff scenario, low415

diversity co-adapted communities were on the contrary less productive than ran-416

dom ones, so that the effect of community adaptation was opposite: co-adapted417

communities exhibited a positive biodiversity-functioning relationships, whereas a418

slightly negative relationship is predicted in random communities (see also Loreau,419

2010).420
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The qualitative effect of community adaptation on biodiversity-productivity re-421

lationships could thus be determined, to a large extent, from the overall direction422

of selection in isolated species (monocultures), either towards higher productivity423

(Niche, Body-size, Trophic scenarios), weakening positive relationships or switching424

them to negative, or towards lower productivity (LH-tradeoff scenario), switching425

negative relationships to positive.426

Community adaptation also affected the mechanisms underlying biodiversity-427

productivity relationships. In the two scenarios describing competition for resources428

(Niche and Body-size) and in the Trophic scenario, low diversity co-adapted com-429

munities were more productive because adaptive evolution favoured traits that were430

close to the optimum (Fig. 4a,b,d). At higher diversity levels, more and more spe-431

cies were kept farther away from the optimal trait value, and thus intrinsically less432

productive. Such a change in the intrinsic productivity of species as diversity in-433

creases is often called a “selection effect” (Loreau & Hector, 2001), but here, following434

Zuppinger-Dingley et al. (2014), we will call it a “sampling effect” to avoid confusion.435

In random communities, this sampling effect was positive, as usually expected, and436

contributed importantly to the positive biodiversity-productivity relationship: richer437

communities were more likely, by chance, to harbor species that were intrinsically438

more productive in the habitat (Fig. 4a,b,d, blue curves). In co-adapted communit-439

ies, the sampling effect was much reduced or entirely absent, owing to the effect of440

co-adaptation explained above. In contrast, the average trait distance between ad-441

jacent species (the level of niche packing) declined sharply with diversity in random442

communities, but much less so in co-adapted communities (Fig. 4e-h). Therefore,443

the level of species trait complementarity was less sensitive to diversity with com-444

munity adaptation. Altogether, this suggests positive biodiversity-productivity re-445

lationships should be more driven by complementarity effects, and less by sampling446

effects, in co-adapted communities compared to random communities.447

There is good experimental evidence that biodiversity-productivity relationships448
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do change over time. In grassland experiments, the positive biodiversity-productivity449

relationships were reported to become steeper (Reich et al., 2012), or sometimes flat-450

ter (Meyer et al., 2016, for most of its biomass-related metrics), over several years. A451

study of decomposing microbial communities observed a decline in productivity and452

a flattening of the biodiversity-productivity relationship over several days (Bell et al.,453

2005). Several of these studies (Bell et al., 2005; Reich et al., 2012; Meyer et al.,454

2016) deal with short timescales and are not directly relevant to address community455

adaptation, since observed changes are generally attributed to transient ecological456

mechanisms, such as below-ground feedbacks or resource depletion. Direct compar-457

ison with our results, in which transient dynamics have been sorted out, is thus458

difficult. Fortunately, more recent analyses of the longest grassland experiments459

have looked for, and found, evidence of character displacement and evolution of460

niche differentiation, even on relatively short timescales (Zuppinger-Dingley et al.,461

2014; van Moorsel et al., 2018). This suggests that the evolutionary effects ana-462

lyzed in this work might have begun to play a role. Interestingly, it was observed463

that biodiversity-productivity relationships assembled from co-selected species were464

higher at low diversity, but saturated faster with diversity, thus being more con-465

cave (van Moorsel et al., 2018). This is strikingly reminiscent of our predictions in466

the standard “resource competition” scenarios (Niche and Body-size; see Fig. 2a,b).467

Furthermore, it was found that species evolving in mixed assemblages (thus ap-468

proaching a state of community adaptation) elicited more complementarity effects,469

and less sampling effects, than assemblages of non-co-adapted species (Zuppinger-470

Dingley et al., 2014). This too is quite consistent with our findings. In a more direct471

approach, Fiegna et al. (2014, 2015) used experimental evolution to demonstrate472

that biodiversity-productivity relationships are impacted by co-adaptation in bac-473

teria. They further showed that these changes involved an evolutionary component474

in species interactions, not just of individual species performances, even though the475

overall impact on biodiversity-productivity relationships was quite variable among476
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experiments. These studies thus clearly support a role for community adaptation in477

the dynamics of BEF relationships as highlighted here.478

Regarding the biodiversity-invasion relationships (Fig. 6), the effects of com-479

munity adaptation were much more consistent across ecological scenarios than for480

biodiversity-productivity relationships. Resistance to invasion increased, and toler-481

ance to invasion decreased, with diversity under all scenarios, which conforms well482

to general expectations (Levine, 2000; Hector et al., 2001; Davis, 2009). The impact483

of community adaptation was moderate for resistance to invasion (probability of484

establishment) but spectacular for tolerance to invasion (number of secondary ex-485

tinctions) (Fig. 6e-h), highlighting that different invasion properties can behave quite486

differently. Indeed, resistance to invasion was only slightly impacted by community487

adaptation, the latter generally increasing invasion resistance, but with almost no488

interaction with diversity. In contrast, biodiversity-tolerance relationships markedly489

differed with community adaptation (Fig. 6e-h): while tolerance to invasion gradu-490

ally decreased with species diversity in random communities, it remained virtually491

constant with community adaptation.492

This can be understood in terms of changes in species trait distributions. In493

co-adapted communities, species traits were more concentrated around the optimal494

trait (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4e-h orange curves) and more evenly spaced (see S.I. Section495

6 Fig S2), so that successful invaders tended to occupy peripheral niches at either496

tail of the trait distribution, which did not cause resident extinctions. However, this497

is not the case in random communities in which an invader might find vacant niche498

space anywhere along the trait spectrum, possibly very close to a resident species,499

thus potentially excluding the latter and triggering further secondary extinctions.500

Beyond BEF relationships, these results have interesting implications for com-501

munity assembly dynamics. With the possibility of species (co)evolution, invasion502

resistance and tolerance would both increase in between species colonization events.503

In other words, successful invasions would be rarer, but also more constructive in504
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terms of community assembly: invaders would more often add to the community505

without driving many resident species extinct. With trait co-evolution, assembly506

trajectories should therefore be less eventful (fewer invasions and fewer extinctions),507

and more steadily progressing or "efficient", compared to pure invasion-assembly.508

Although this prediction deserves further exploration, it nicely complements some509

earlier studies of community assembly (Rummel & Roughgarden, 1985).510

Unfortunately, empirical evidence is even scarcer regarding the role of community511

adaptation for invasion properties than for productivity. Most studies focus on512

documenting the impact of invasions on the evolutionary dynamics of communities,513

not the other way round; yet, evolutionarily immature (e.g. insular) communities or514

recently assembled ecosystems such as anthropized habitats are known to be more515

sensitive to invasions than old species assemblages. Although this is suggestive of a516

protective role of co-evolution, the diversity-invasion relationship is difficult to relate517

to evolutionary history, as most long-co-evolved communities are highly diverse while518

recently assembled ones are usually species-poor (David et al., 2017).519

Our approach was a first attempt at combining eco-evolutionary theory ad BEF-520

relationships. It could be extended and improved in several ways. One important521

simplification was the assumption of one single trait that structures communities522

and is subject to evolution. It would be interesting to describe species interactions523

as governed by multiple traits, which is probably more realistic and might result in524

more complex eco-evolutionary dynamics (Vasconcelos & Rueffler, 2020). Similarly,525

we assumed no upper limit on the amount of phenotypic change a species can un-526

dergo. Trait changes between random and co-adapted communities may sometimes527

be quite large, especially at low diversity levels (Fig. 3). However, since genetic528

variation is usually not infinite, species responses to selection can be constrained.529

Such limits on evolution would probably weaken some of the reported effects, even530

though preliminary analyses suggest that results are quite robust to this (see S.I.531

Fig. S3 Section 7).532
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Overall our work highlights some potentially important consequences of evolu-533

tionary dynamics for biodiversity-functioning relationships. Through its action on534

species trait values, community adaptation can profoundly change the expected re-535

lationship between diversity and various ecosystem functioning properties, even in536

qualitative terms. This occurs because of the differential magnitude and direction537

of species trait evolution in poor versus rich communities, so that the ecological538

impact of species number interacts with the evolutionary history of communities.539

Therefore, BEF relationships derived from short-term experiments or observed fol-540

lowing recent habitat perturbations might not be safely extrapolated into the future,541

once eco-evolutionary feed-backs have played out. This may have consequences for542

our understanding and prediction of the way ecosystems respond to species loss543

and environmental perturbations, and for ecosystem management and restoration.544

Eco-evolutionary theory definitely calls for more long-term and evolution-oriented545

studies of BEF relationships.546
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Captions697

Fig. 1 (a) Ecological parameters for the four scenarios considered: intrinsic growth698

rate r(x) (green), mono-specific abundance k(x) (orange) and competitive impact699

a(x, xs) (purple) of species xs over species x as a function of species trait x for the700

four scenarios. By definition the intra-specific competition is a(xs, xs) = 1. Red dots701

indicate the optimum ecological trait, i.e. trait that maximizes mono-specific abund-702

ances. (b) Community formation. Species are sampled from a species pool within a703

given distribution. An ecological filter is then applied so that only the ecologically704

existing communities are kept (with no null abundance), and form the random com-705

munities. Then, species evolution towards their evolutionary equilibrium filters out706

some species, leading to co-adapted communities. (c) For each community (random707

or co-adapted), we measure two species trait metrics (minimum distance to optimum708

trait, and average interval between trait values) and the three types of functioning709

properties: (i) productivity measured by species abundances time species growth710

rates, (ii) stability, with asymptotic resilience (return rate to equilibrium) and eco-711

system stability (reflecting changes in abundances over time), and (iii) response to712

invasion, with invasion resistance (probability of non-establishment of a foreign spe-713

cies) and tolerance to invasion (probability of non resident extinction following an714

invasion).715

Fig. 2 Productivity as a function of diversity under the the four scenarios and716

the two community adaptation levels. Three sets of parameters are used for each717

scenario, represented by the three different line types. Parameter values are given in718

S.I. Section 2 together with other explored parameter sets (not shown for the sake719

of clarity). Each point represents an average over 1000 random communities or the720

only or few co-adapted communities.721

722
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Fig. 3 Comparative structures of random and co-adapted communities, in the four723

ecological scenarios. For each diversity level, species were ranked by trait value, and724

trait values at each species rank were averaged over all communities. The average725

trait values at each species rank in co-adapted communities was plotted against the726

corresponding values in random communities, and connected with colored lines for727

each diversity level (see legend). As a consequence, lines close to the first diagonal728

indicate very similar trait compositions in the two community types. Slopes smaller729

than one indicate greater trait dispersion in random than in co-adapted communit-730

ies, while slopes greater than one indicate the opposite. Only one parameter set was731

showed in each scenario (the one corresponding to the wide dotted lines in other732

figures), for clarity, as patterns are similar in other parameter sets. Optimal trait733

values (see Fig. 1) are also shown on both axes (red dots). In inserts, we represented734

the strength of the evolutionary filter as a function of diversity, for all three para-735

meter sets (each with a different line type). This was computed as the absolute trait736

difference between random and co-adapted communities, per species rank, averaged737

over all ranks and all communities.738

Fig. 4 Minimum distance to optimum trait (a-d) and average interval between trait739

values (e-h) as a function of diversity under the four scenarios and the two types of740

communities. Three sets of parameters are used for each scenario, represented by741

the three different line types. Parameter values are given in S.I. Section 2 together742

with other explored parameter sets (not shown for the sake of clarity). Each point743

represents an average over 1000 random communities or the only or few co-adapted744

communities.745

Fig. 5 Asymptotic resilience (a-d) and ecosystem stability (e-h) as a function746

of diversity under the four scenarios and the two community adaptation levels.747

Asymptotic resilience is represented in log-scale, which does not modify the inter-748

pretation on co-adaptation effect and allows to better visualize the consequences of749
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co-adaptation. Three sets of parameters are used for each scenario, represented by750

the three different line types. Parameter values are given in S.I. Section 2 together751

with other explored parameter sets (not shown for the sake of clarity). Each point752

represents an average over 1000 random communities or the only or few co-adapted753

communities.754

Fig. 6 Probability that a foreign species does not get installed into a community,755

i.e. resistance to invasion (a-e), and proportion of resident species that do not756

undergo a secondary extinction, i.e. tolerance to invasion (f-j), as a function of757

diversity, under the four scenarios and the two community adaptation levels. Three758

sets of parameters are used for each scenario, represented by the three different line759

types. Parameter values are given in S.I. Section 2 together with other explored760

parameter sets (not shown for the sake of clarity). Each point represents an average761

over 1000 random communities or the only or few co-adapted communities.762
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1 Modelling of the four ecological scenarios28

Preliminary remark: the first three ecological scenarios are models that have already29

been used and presented in several earlier works, such as Calcagno et al. (2017). More30

information on these can thus be found in the latter reference; only the main elements31

will be provided here, for easier reading. The fourth scenario is a new model derived32

from, and almost identical to, the size-structured trophic chain model introduced by33

and studied by simulation methods in Loeuille & Loreau (2005). Therefore we will34

provide here its mathematical derivation.35

1.1 Niche scenario36

This scenario represents the tendency of species to exploit different parts of a resource37

spectrum (Dieckmann & Doebeli, 1999; Calcagno et al., 2017). It models a symmetric38

competition along a continuum of resources, such as a range of seed sizes for granivorous39

birds. Trait x here represents the average position of a species along that gradient, i.e.40

mean niche position (e.g. mean beak size). The model is usually directly formulated41

under a Lotka-Voltera form represented by equation (1):42

dni
dt

= rinifi = rini

(
1−

∑
j

njai,j
ki

)
(1)

where ai,j = a(xi, xj) is the impact that a variation in species j abundance has on the per43

capita growth rate of species i ( 1
ni

dni

dt
), normalized by the intra-specific interaction (so44

that ai,i = 1). The closer species traits (i.e. the more similar resources species consume),45

the stronger competitive impact between them. It results that the competition is a46

decreasing function of the trait difference between two species, taking maximum value47

1 when the two species have identical niche position. Function a(xi, xj) is following48

general practice taken to be Gaussian with width sa.49

a(xi, xj) = exp

(
−(xi − xj)2

s2a

)
(2)

The carrying capacity function ki = k(xi) describes the distribution of resources avail-50

able along the resource gradient, and is classically supposed to have a symmetric dome-51

shaped distribution centered on some optimal trait value (0 for convenience). Following52

Calcagno et al. (2017), in order to avoid some degenerate mathematical properties we53

use a Lorentzian function of width sk54

k(x) =
1

1 + x2/s2k
(3)

Last, ri = r(xi) is the intrinsic growth rate of species i that governs the ecological55

timescale, and is taken to be proportional to the mono-specific abundance r(x) = k(x).56

The shape of the three functions presented above are represented in Fig. 1a in the main57

article.58
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Parameter sa is varied in the simulation, over the range presented in section 2, while59

parameter sk has been kept constant equal to 1.60

1.2 Body-size scenario61

This second scenario (Rummel & Roughgarden, 1985) is an extension of the niche62

model in which asymmetric competition between species is used instead of symmetric63

competition. In this case, species trait can represents for instance species body size. It64

is represented by the same equation (1), with different competitive, carrying capacity65

and intrinsic growth rate functions. As in Calcagno et al. (2017), we use a log-normal66

carrying capacity function:67

k(x) = exp
(
−log(x)2

)
(4)

and an asymmetric Gaussian competitive function:68

a(xi, xj) = exp(d2/s2a) exp

(
−(xi − xj + d)2

s2a

)
(5)

with sa controlling the competitive function width, and d the level of asymmetry. The69

intrinsic growth rate is also taken proportional to function k : r(x) = k(x). The form70

of those functions are represented in Fig. 1a in the main article.71

Parameters sa and d are varied in the simulation, over the range presented in section72

2.73

1.3 Life History Trade-off scenario74

This scenario rests on a patch-occupancy model describing the competition between75

species in a meta-community, arranged in a competitive hierarchy. There is a trade-off76

between colonization ability at the regional scale and competitive dominance at a local77

scale (Calcagno et al., 2006, 2017).78

The patch-occupancy equation given in Calcagno et al. (2006) can easily be rewritten79

under the same Lotka-Volterra form as in the two first scenarios (eq. 1) as detailed in80

Calcagno et al. (2017). The corresponding three functions a(xi, xj), k(x) and r(x) are81

represented Fig. 1a of the main article and are defined as:82

a(xi, xj) = 1 + xj
η(xj − xi)

xi − η(xi − xj)
(6)

k(xi) = N − µ/xi (7)

r(xi) = xiN − µ (8)

with η a logistic function relating the probability to win competition for a patch and83

the difference in colonization abilities; see Calcagno et al. (2017) for the full derivation.84
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Parameters α (trade-off intensity, i.e. the steepness of the logistic function η) and85

γ (the preemption level, i.e. the maximum value of function η) were both varied,86

over the range presented in section 2. Parameters N (total amount of patches in the87

metacommunity) and µ (patch extinction rate) were kept fixed to N = 1 and µ = 0.1.88

1.4 Trophic scenario: derivation of the Lotka-Volterra form89

This scenario presents a vertical trophic interaction, with species arranged in a trophic90

chain structured by body mass. Body mass is thus the species trait x. This model is91

taken from Loeuille & Loreau (2005) and reads:92

1

ni

dni
dt

= f(xi)
∑
j=0

γ(xi − xj)nj −m(xi)−
∑
j=1

β(xi − xj)nj −
∑
j=1

γ(xj − xi)nj (9)

with ni the biomass of species i. Index i = 0 corresponds to the basal resource, and93

its trait x0 does not evolve. The first term in the right-hand side corresponds to the94

consumption by species i of species lower into the trophic chain, and fourth term of the95

consumption of species i by species higher in the chain. The consumption rate function96

γ(xi − xj) is a Gaussian of width (standard deviation) s, and taking maximum value97

when species biomasses differ by some interval d.98

γ(xi − xj) =
γ0

s
√

2π
exp

(
−(xi − xj − d)2

s2

)
for xi > xj. Birth function f depends on species size. The second term of equation99

(9) is mortality rate, also depending on species size. Following Loeuille & Loreau100

(2005), the size dependence of the birth and mortality rates reads f(xi) = f0x
−0.25
i and101

m(xi) = m0x
−0.25
i . Finally, the third term corresponds to competition by interference102

between species of similar size. Function β is the competition by interference rate. It103

is a gaussian of width sa and height b (competition intensity):104

β(xi − xj) = b exp

(
−(xi − xj)2

s2a

)
This model is a consumer-resource model with an abiotic compartment, but using105

a mass balance hypothesis, i.e.
∑

j=0 nj = Ntot, (mass conservation: Leibold, 1996), it106

can be, as the previous scenarios, reformulated under the Lotka-Volterra form (equation107

1). Starting from the original equation (9):108

1

ni

dni
dt

= f(xi)
∑
j=0

γ(xi − xj)nj −m(xi)−
∑
j=1

β(xi − xj)nj −
∑
j=1

γ(xj − xi)nj

in the first sum, we separate the first term (j=0) from the other ones (j>0):109
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1

ni

dni
dt

= f(xi)(γ(xi−x0)n0+
∑
j=1

γ(xi−xj)nj)−m(xi)−
∑
j=1

β(xi−xj)nj−
∑
j=1

γ(xj−xi)nj

we then introduce the mass-balance constraint n0 = Ntot−
∑

j=1 nj and get, after a few110

rearrangements:111

1

ni

dni
dt

=f(xi)γ(xi − x0)(Ntot −
∑
j=1

nj)

+ f(xi)
∑
j=1

njγ(xi − xj)−m(xi)−
∑
j=1

β(xi − xj)nj −
∑
j=1

γ(xj − xi)nj

we rearrange to get all the term summing over j together:112

1

ni

dni
dt

=f(xi)γ(xi − x0)Ntot −m(xi)

+
∑
j=1

nj [f(xi)(γ(xi − xj)− γ(xi − x0))− β(xi − xj)− γ(xj − xi)]

and finally we factorize by f(xi)γ(xi − x0)Ntot −m(xi) and get:113

1

ni

dni
dt

= (f(xi)γ(xi − x0)Ntot −m(xi)) ∗(
1−

∑
j=1 nj [f(xi)(γ(xi − x0)− γ(xi − xj)) + β(xi − xj) + γ(xj − xi)]

f(xi)γ(xi − x0)Ntot −m(xi)

)
which can be recognized as a Lotka-Volterra form with114

r(xi) = f(xi)γ(xi − x0)Ntot −m(xi) (10)

so that:115

1

ni

dni
dt

=r(xi)

(
1−

∑
j=1 nj [f(xi)(γ(xi − x0)− γ(xi − xj)) + β(xi − xj) + γ(xj − xi)]

r(xi)

)
and using the hypothesis that ai,i = 1, we have:116

a(xi, xi)

k(xi)
=

1

k(xi)
=
f(xi)(γ(xi − x0)− γ(0)) + β(0) + γ(0)

r(xi)

so that:117
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k(xi) =
r(xi)

f(xi)(γ(xi − x0)− γ(0)) + β(0) + γ(0)
(11)

Equation (9) now writes:118

1

ni

dni
dt

=r(xi)

(
1−

∑
j=1 nj [f(xi)(γ(xi − x0)− γ(xi − xj)) + β(xi − xj) + γ(xj − xi)]

k(xi) (f(xi)(γ(xi − x0)− γ(0)) + β(0) + γ(0))

)
so that function a(xi, xj) writes:119

a(xi, xj) =
f(xi)(γ(xi − x0)− γ(xi − xj)) + β(xi − xj) + γ(xi − xj)

f(xi)(γ(xi − x0)− γ(0)) + β(0) + γ(0)
(12)

Those three functions are represented Fig. 1a in the main article. In this scenario,120

following Loeuille & Loreau (2005), we set m0 = 0.1, sa = 1.5, γ0 = 1, f0 = 0.3, d = 2,121

x0 = 0 and we varied b (interference intensity) and s (consumption function width).122

Parameter values explored are given in section 2 below.123
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2 Parameter sets explored and those plotted in the124

main article figures125

In each scenario, key parameters were varied in order to ensure that conclusions are126

robust to parameters changes.127

• In the Niche scenario, the width sa of the symmetric competition function a(xi, xj)128

was varied from 0.5 to 1.5. In this scenario what matters is only the ratio of sa129

over sk, hence the two parameters need not be both varied. A value sa = 1 thus130

means that the widths of the competition kernel and of the carrying capacity131

functions are identical (sa = sk).132

• In the Body-size scenario, the width of the competition function (sa) and the level133

of competitive asymmetry (d) were varied respectively from 1.2 to 2.4 and from134

0.1 to 0.3.135

• In the LH-tradeoff scenario, the preemption level (γ) and the trade-off intensity136

(α) were respectively varied from 0.3 to 0.7 and from 2 to 12.137

• In the Trophic scenario, the level of competition by interference (b) and the width138

of the consumption function (s) were varied respectively from 0.10 to 0.19 and139

from 1.0 to 1.6.140

The parameter ranges presented above have been explored from the minimum to141

the maximum value. For clarity, in the main article, only three curves corresponding to142

parameter combinations yielding representative and contrasted patterns were selected143

and shown in figures. The parameter combinations corresponding to each curve in144

Figures 2-5 are provided in table S1.145

Legend Niche Body-size LH-tradeoff Trophic
sa = 0.5 sa = 1.2, d = 0.1 α = 2, γ = 0.3 s = 1.0, b = 0.10
sa = 0.9 sa = 1.5, d = 0.1 α = 4, γ = 0.7 s = 1.0, b = 0.13
sa = 1.5 sa = 1.8, d = 0.1 α = 12, γ = 0.7 s = 1.2, b = 0.10

Table S1 Parameter sets used in the main text for the four scenarios. Legend line types
refers to the line types used in the figures.
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3 Algorithm of community formation146

Co-adapted communities We assume that each species is characterized by its mean147

trait value x and possesses some (small) heritable variance around the latter. In these148

conditions, the direction and intensity of natural selection on the species trait can be149

determined by the selection gradient around the species trait value (Christiansen, 1991).150

The selection gradient is computed at the first derivative of the fitness (exponential rate151

of increase) of a rare variant with respect to its trait value, evaluated at the trait value152

of the focal species. The fitness of a rare variant with trait value xm is defined as, from153

equation (1):154

F (xm) = lim
nm→0

(
1

nm

dnm
dt

)
= r(xm)

(
1−

∑
j

nja(xm, xj)

k(xm)

)
, (13)

where all species are at their respective equilibrium abundance (Christiansen, 1991;155

Metz et al., 1995). The selection gradient for the i-th species in the community is thus:156

∇(xi) =
dF (xm)

dxm

∣∣∣∣
xm=xi

(14)

If the selection gradient is positive, adaptive evolution pushes the trait value to-157

wards higher values, and if the gradient is negative, the trait moves to lower values,158

at a speed approximately proportional to the value of the gradient. Fitness and selec-159

tion gradient are frequency- and density-dependent and change with the composition160

of the entire community. If the system reaches a state where the selection gradient161

cancels for all species, then directional evolution ceases and the community has reached162

a (co)evolutionary equilibrium (Christiansen, 1991; Abrams et al., 1993). Note that163

at such an equilibrium individual species may be at an evolutionary maximum or at164

an evolutionary minimum. Evolutionary minima may under appropriate circumstances165

and inheritance modes favor the splitting of a species into two novel lineages (evolu-166

tionary branching) and thus an increase in the number of evolving lineages (Metz et al.,167

1995; Dieckmann & Doebeli, 1999; Calcagno et al., 2017). Since in this work we system-168

atically consider all diversity levels, we can remain agnostic to second-order selection169

and to the specific history of transitions among diversity levels (that might involve170

branchings, invasions and extinctions). We just need to identify, for every diversity171

level, all feasible co-evolutionary equilibria, characterized by:172

∇(xi) = 0 i ∈ [1, . . . , s] (15)

For computational efficiency, for each ecological scenario and diversity level, we173

first identify the different coevolutionary equilibria that are attractors by iterating the174

adaptive dynamics of traits (defined by the selection gradient (14)) forward in time,175

starting from 100 random species trait values. From these we identify the one or several176

coevolutionary equilibria. Then, by continuation, we track these equilibria continuously177

through the range of parameter values, together with potential bifurcations (changes in178
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the number or nature of equilibria). This provides an exhaustive list of coevolutionary179

equilibria for all parameter combinations.180

Random communities To assemble random communities, we randomly drew each181

species trait value, independently, from a common probability distribution. The latter182

distribution can be regarded as characterizing the available regional pool of species and183

trait values. This species pool distribution was chosen in order to allow all feasible184

trait values and to be as “random” as possible: specifically, it was chosen to minimize185

information content, using the maximum entropy principle (Jaynes, 1957). For each186

scenario, we first specified the support of the distribution, i.e. the range of possible187

values for species traits. We then specified only one additional constraint, for each188

parameter set: the mean trait value, that had to be representative of the species typ-189

ically expected for the given parameter set. Specifically, it was taken to be equal to190

the mean trait value λ that would be observed in the full (saturated) community. In191

practice, the co-adapted communities with maximum diversity levels were used as good192

approximations of the saturated communities. This constraint ensured that there is no193

systematic (average) difference between the random species trait values and the traits194

that are expected in the current environment, and thus to generate communities that195

remain of similar nature across parameter sets. This also allows to perform comparis-196

ons between co-adapted and random communities that are not biased by the fact that197

species in random communities would be, intrinsically, ill-adapted. Of course, with only198

one constraint on the mean value, max-entropy random distributions were quite broad199

and all trait values had a fair chance to be picked.200

In the Body-size, LH-tradeoff and Trophic scenarios, species trait values x could201

take values in ]0,+∞[, and the entropy-maximizing distributions were thus exponential202

distributions of mean λ defined as explained above. In the Niche scenario, trait values203

can spread over ]−∞,+∞[ and the model is by construction symmetric around x = 0.204

Thus the random trait distribution was a double exponential, centered on zero, and with205

width defined by the average deviation from zero observed in the saturated community.206

Values for λ are given in table S2. Remark that we also used a much more classical and207

simpler approach consisting in using uniform distributions for random traits, between208

some arbitrary defined minimum and maximum values. Results were similar, and are209

thus not qualitatively dependent on the precise random distributions used.210

Legend Niche Body-size LH-tradeoff Trophic
1.52 7.63 7.35 5.10
3.35 9.65 3.71 5.15
6.48 11.9 1.17 5.33

Table S2 Mean trait values λ of the saturated communities, taken to define the entropy-
maximising distributions. See table S1 for the correspondence between legend line types and
the parameter sets used in the main text.
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In practice, for each parameter set and diversity level (N), random communities211

were formed by picking N traits from the species pool defined in the previous para-212

graphs. The ecological equilibrium obtained from equation (1) was computed, and the213

community was retained (ecological filter) if all N species persisted at equilibrium with214

a positive abundance (i.e. had abundance above a threshold value of 10−5). The pro-215

cess was repeated until 1,000 such communities were obtained. Remark that co-adapted216

communities (as defined in the previous section) are always a specific subset of random217

communities, characterized by the additional constraint (15), as illustrated in Fig. 1 of218

the main article.219
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4 Metrics used to quantify diversity-functioning re-220

lationships221

For each BEF relationship, we computed several alternative metrics that may be used to222

quantify the corresponding ecosystem function. Several metrics gave identical or similar223

conclusions, and for clarity we retained only one or two metrics per BEF relationship224

that are more commonly used. A summary of all metrics can be found in Table S3225

to inform the reader that no different conclusion could be drawn from those various226

metrics. Then, in the following, for each BEF relationships, we describe the metric(s)227

effectively used for the results presented in the main text.228

BEF Metrics Referencesrelationship

Production Total abundance (1)
Productivity* (1)

Stability

Asymptotic resilience* (2) (3)
Stochastic invariability (3)
Initial Resilience (3)
Ecosystem stability* (4) (5)
Robustness (6)
Robustness heterogeneity (6)

Invasion

Deterministic invasion probability (7) (8)
Stochastic invasion probability* (7) (8)
Proportion of the invader (7)
Mean impact of an invader on abund-
ances

(7)

Proportion of species non extinct* (7)
* Metrics retained in the main article

Table S3 Metrics measured on the two types of communities for different parameter sets.
Metrics in bold types are the one plotted and analyzed in the main article. Each are rep-
resentative of their categories of relationships. (1) Tilman et al. (1996) ; (2) May (1973a) ;
(3) Arnoldi et al. (2016) ; (4) May (1973b) ; (5) Ives et al. (1999) ; (6) Barabás & D’Andrea
(2016) ; (7) Elton (1958) ; (8) Hector et al. (2001)

4.1 Productivity229

Community productivity is the summed productivity of each of the N component spe-230

cies.231

Π =
N∑
i=1

nigi (16)
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with gi the per capita production rate of species i in its community whose expression232

depends on the ecological interaction and community composition.233

For the Niche and Body-size scenarios, there is no explicit production rate since the234

models are directly formulated in Lotka-Volterra form. We made the simple choice of235

using the intrinsic growth-rate ri as the metric per capita productivity so that :236

ΠNiche =
∑
i

niri

ΠBody =
∑
i

niri

For the LH-tradeoff scenario, we consider the colonization of empty sites (N−
∑

j nj)237

as a contributions to productivity. This leads to the per capita productivity:238

gi,LH = nixi(N −
∑
j

nj)

and the total productivity is the sum over all species i:239

ΠLH =
∑
i

nigi,LH =
∑
i

nixi(N −
∑
j

nj)

Finally for the Trophic scenario, the net growth rate is straightforward, simply240

referring to consumption by specie i of lower size species.241

Πchain =
∑
i

ni

(
f(xi)

∑
j=0

γ(xi − xj)nj

)
242

243

4.2 Stability244

Asymptotic resilience is taken as a measure of species stability (May, 1973a; Arnoldi245

et al., 2016). It refers to the asymptotic return speed of the slowest species to equilib-246

rium after an external abundance perturbation.247

R∞ = −<(λm(J)) (17)

with λm(J) the highest eigen value of the Jacobian matrix J of the ecological system248

whose coefficient are given by (18).249

Ji,j =
∂

∂nj

(
dni
dt

)∗
(18)

To get a measure of the all community stability, we consider the community variance,250

namely in the variance of the sum of abundances. This measure differs from individual251
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direction stability metrics such as the asymptotic resilience. The sum of abundances can252

return faster to its equilibrium value after a perturbation, even if species abundances253

are still fluctuating into the community. It is commonly expected (even if not general254

and depending on metrics) that species stability has more often a negative relationship255

with diversity while community stability tends to get a positive one. Mathematically,256

var(NT ) =
∑
i

var(ni) +
∑
i,j,j 6=i

cov(ni, nj)

with NT =
∑S

i=1 ni the sum of each species abundance for a community with S species.257

The variance-covariance matrix B is involved into the equilibrium distribution for pop-258

ulation fluctuation in a stochastic environment (May, 1973b) and is the solution of the259

Lyapunov matrix equation (19) (see also Wang et al. (2015) for a similar derivation):260

D = 1/2(BA+ ATB) (19)

with A = N−1JN and N the diagonal matrix containing the equilibrium abundances of261

each species whose coefficients are Ni,i = n∗i . AT is A transpose, and D the matrix con-262

taining Di,j coefficient which are the overall covariance between white-noise fluctuations263

in the stochastic differential equation of species i and the one of species j:264

dni
dt

= rini

(
1−

∑
j

njai,j
ki

)
+
∑
k

ρi,kγk(t)nk (20)

with ρi,k measuring the covariance between the environmental fluctuation for species i265

and for species j, and γk(t) is environmental stochasticity in the growth rate of pop-266

ulation k at time t, taken as a white noise random fluctuation with variance σ2. Di,j267

coefficients are the diffusion coefficient involved in the Fokker-Planck equation, which268

is the differential equation for the probability of transition in between two states of the269

system. In our case, we choose to put a perturbation in a white-noise form that has270

no inter-species dependence: ρi,i = 1 (∀ i) and ρi,k = 0 (∀ i 6= k), and D is a diagonal271

matrix. All individuals get the same amount of perturbation, so that each species is272

perturbed with an intensity that depends on its abundance. More precisely, the variance273

imposed on a given species is proportional to the squared of its abundance: Di,i = σ2n2
i .274

This derivation assumes sufficiently small perturbations around the equilibrium to get275

a local linearization of the system. To solve the continuous Lyapunov matrix equation276

(19), we use the lyap() function from Scilab. We then sum all the elements from the277

variance-covariance matrix B, and divide this sum by σ2 (the variance of perturbation278

received by each individual, e.g. we normalize by the per individual perturbation). The279

coefficient of variation CV is defined by:280

CV =

√∑
i,j Bi,j

σ2

NT

(21)
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And the community stability metrics is defined by the inverse of CV . Actually, in the281

calculation, the value of sigma has no importance because we finally divide by the same282

quantity. We take it equal to 1.283

284

4.3 Response to invasion285

Two aspects of ecological invasion are considered: (i) the resistance to invasion and286

(ii) the tolerance to invasion. Resistance to invasion is defined as the probability that287

an alien species (randomly drawn from the regional pool and introduced at low initial288

abundance) does not successfully establishes in the community. The probability Pinstal289

that this alien species establishes is:290

Pinstal =

∫ xmax

xmin

px(xe)Hst(xe)dxe (22)

with px(xe) the trait distribution probability, Hst(xe) =

{
s(xe)
b(xe)

ifs(xe) > 0

0 if not
, xe the291

trait of the foreign species which is trying to invade, b(.) the growth rate and s(.) the292

fitness function. The trait distribution probability is the same used to form the random293

communities (see section 3). Resistance to invasion is then defined by294

Rinv = 1− Pinstal
Tolerance to invasion Tinv (eq. 23) is defined by the proportion of species, following295

a successful invasion, that are not driven to extinction by the invader:296

Tinv =
Nfinal

Ninit

(23)

with Ninit the number of species into the community right after the invasion, thus297

including the invasive species, and Nfinal the number of species into the community298

once ecological equilibrium has been recovered.299

4.4 Metrics for trait composition300

4.4.1 Trait composition representation301

We sort communities by trait values, and calculate the average trait per rank over the302

1000 random communities (or few co-adapted communities when needed). For each303

diversity level with N specie, we thus obtain N random averaged trait, and N co-304

adapted averaged trait. Values obtained for co-adapted and random traits are ploted305

one against the other in Fig. 3 of the main article.306
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4.4.2 Strength of evolutionary filter307

The strength of evolutionary filter is defined with trait difference in between random308

and co-adapted communities. We sort communities by trait values. Then, for each309

random community with N species, we calculated the trait difference between random310

and co-adapted trait per rank, and we made the average over all N species ranks311

1

N

N∑
i=1

|xi,coadapt − xi,random|

where i denotes the rank and xi,coadapt (resp. xi,random) is the trait value for the ith co-312

adapted (resp.random) species. In the case of multiple co-adapted communities (Niche313

scenario), we calculated the difference to the closest co-adapted community (which is314

likely to be the evolutionary attractor corresponding to this random community).315

4.4.3 Minimum distance to the optimum trait316

In the Niche, Body-size, TF-tradeoff scenarios, the optimum trait value xo is defined as317

the trait corresponding to the maximum of function k(x). In the TF trade-off scenario,318

the trait value maximizing function k(x) is infinite. We thus take as optimal value xo319

the 95th percentile of the species pool distribution defined for the community formation.320

The minimum trait distance to the optimum is defined as:321

N−1
min
i=1

(|xi − xo|)

4.4.4 Average interval between species trait values322

The average interval between species traits is the average two-by-two trait distance:323

N−1∑
i=1

|xi+1 − xi|
N − 1

with xi the trait of species i and N the number of species into the community.324
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5 Magnitude of the difference between random and325

co-adapted communities326

In order to ascertain that co-adapted communities can be considered as different from327

random communities, we measured the percentile of the metric for random communities328

in which the mean value of the metric for co-adapted communities is (Fig. S1). In all329

cases, co-adapted values stand above the 8th decile or bellow the 2nd decile of the330

random values distribution, for at least part of the BEF relationship. This indicates331

that co-adapted communities are quite atypical, relative the variability within random332

communities.333
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Fig. S1 Quantile Qc of the metric for random communities in which the mean value of
the metric for co-adapted communities is. It is measured for the four scenarios and 5 metrics
explored (productivity a-d, asymptotic resilience e-h, ecosystem stability i-l, resistance m-p and
tolerance q-t). The closest Qc to 0.5, the more similar co-adapted and random communities
regarding this metric. When Qc is larger (resp. lower) than 0.5, the metric for co-adapted
communities is larger (resp. lower) than for random communities. Ecological interaction
parameters set are varied in each scenario (three different line types). Parameters values are
given paragraph 2, together with other explored parameters sets (not shown for readability
reasons).
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6 Coefficient of variation of the average interval335

between trait values336

In the main article, the average interval between trait values is plotted against diversity337

(Fig. 4e-h), but it does not give information about how evenly might be distributed338

traits among a particular community. To get this information, we plotted the coefficient339

of variation of the average interval between trait values (Fig. S2). Species traits in co-340

adapted communities are found more evenly distributed (lower coefficient of variation341

at any single diversity level) than in random communities.342
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Fig. S2 Coefficient of variation of the average interval between trait values in the four
ecological scenarios. The smaller the value, the more evenly distributed are species traits.
Ecological interaction parameter sets are varied in each scenario (three different line types).
Parameters values are given paragraph 2, together with other explored parameters sets (not
shown for readability reasons).
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7 Results with a limit on possible trait change343

The model assumes possible unbounded changes of species traits, implying either suf-344

ficient mutational supply or some kind of infinitely additive alleles. However, genetic345

variation is usually not infinite, and the response to selection could at some point slow346

down or stop. To investigate this point, we have sub-sampled the random communities,347

excluding the ones where at least one species would have to undergo too much trait348

change to reach the co-adapted state. More precisely, we have defined a maximum trait349

displacement xmax, which corresponds to the amount of change such that the inter-350

action strength of evolved individuals with ancestral individuals would fall to 1%. In351

other words, this means that traits can only undergo changes that keep individuals in a352

similar ‘niche’ as their ancestors, in the sense that they retain non-negligible interaction353

strength. In practice, this also prevents a species from evolving more that the typical354

trait interval existing between coexisting species, in species-rich communities. Having355

retained only the communities with no species further from xmax, we recomputed all356

the metrics for the Niche scenario, with the new set of communities (Fig. S3).357

As expected, the difference between co-adapted and random communities tends to358

erode. Low diversity levels are more impacted as random species were more likely359

to stand far from the evolutionary point (see also Fig. 3 in the main text). It fol-360

lows that, for instance, the patterns for biodiversity-production relationships is less361

pronounced (Fig. S3f compared to Fig. S3a). Interestingly, the pattern for invasion362

tolerance (Fig. S3j) is not affected at all, presumably because the largest differences are363

observed at high diversity, where a restriction on evolutionary change has little import-364

ance. In all cases, we still observe the general trends and differences that sustain our365

conclusions. Even though a limit on the amount of evolutionary change allowed would366

weaken the reported effects, it appears that the general messages are rather robust to367

this.368
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